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LEWIS: Hello. In today’s programme, people with big pension pots can take more 

out of them after the rules were relaxed last week, but they may have to wait to do so 

and it may not be a good idea. One listener takes on a major bank. 

APPLEYARD: I didn’t know how I was going to fight HSBC, but I was determined 

to give them a difficult time. 

LEWIS: She won. Find out how much she got. But new legal rules could stop others 

following her. Stock markets are high around the world. We hear that UK shares are 

good for income, but come with a risk. And loyalty cards, a useful way to save as you 

shop or a complicated waste of time? 

But first, people who’ve saved up for their retirement through a work or personal 

pension will be able to take more of their money out of the fund after changes 

introduced this week. The people affected will have a fairly large pension pot, 

normally more than £50,000, and have decided not to convert it into a pension for life, 

an annuity. Instead they keep the fund invested in retirement and draw money down 

from it. The Government restricts how much you can take out, but from this week it’s 

put up that amount back to where it was before a cut in April 2011 and that will 

potentially raise income by a fifth. But is it a good idea to take the maximum? A 

question Money Box listener John is currently pondering. 
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JOHN: At the moment I draw down £5,800. Should I continue the current maximum 

drawdown until my next review, December 2014, or get a review now from my 

provider with the possibility of being charged but giving an annual increase of 

approximately £1200 gross? 

LEWIS: Well that’s one listener’s dilemma. With me is Sarah Lord, Managing 

Director of Killik Chartered Financial Planners. Sarah Lord, before we get onto John, 

some people aren’t affected, are they, because they’ve sort of leapt over this period 

when the amount was reduced?  

LORD: Absolutely, there’s still people that are not coming up to their review date, so 

have been unaffected by this drop to 100%. 

LEWIS: So that was a 5 year review then and they’ve sort of leapt over this time. 

Others of course have suffered from it and have found their income cut quite 

considerably. Now John, someone who was restricted to 100% as we call it - now this 

is 100% of a rate set down in tables by the Government Actuary’s Department called 

the GAD rate, let’s get that out the way - he can boost his income if he moves to the 

120% of that rate, a fifth higher, but can he do it at once? 

LORD: Unfortunately not. So the new rules came in with effect from Thursday 26
th

 

and it basically means that individuals are entitled to draw the higher amount of 120% 

but they have to wait until their next review date. So if someone’s review date for 

their drawdown policy is not until say August, they cannot immediately access that 

higher income. 

LEWIS: But could he do it because his review, his full review is due in December 

2014, but he can do it before that, can’t he? 

LORD: Absolutely. His policy review date will be December 2013, so at 2013 he will 

be able to draw that higher £1200. 
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LEWIS: And can he just draw it or does he have to ask the provider to review it and 

will they charge him for that? 

LORD: The majority of providers have said that they will automatically increase an 

individual’s income from the point of their review date, but it would be worth 

checking with your provider to make sure that that is the case and the majority of 

providers won’t be charging for the higher income. 

LEWIS: But there’s nothing he can do to bring it forward from December 2013? 

That’s the very earliest? 

LORD: No there isn’t, unfortunately. 

LEWIS: Okay. And is it a good idea because the reason the Government introduced 

this reduction 2 years ago was because they were afraid people were living longer and 

their fund had vanished before they did? So is it a good idea in John’s case to take an 

extra nearly £1200 on top of the £5,800? 

LORD: The key for income drawdown for individuals is to ensure that sort of your 

investments are in line with the amount of income that you’re drawing from the 

policy. So if you’re getting investment returns in line with the income, then absolutely 

there’s no reason why you shouldn’t take that maximum income, but you should 

always keep a careful eye on what you’re drawing and what investment returns you’re 

receiving. 

LEWIS: Yes. But of course the idea is that you will also spend the capital because 

you know you want the capital to disappear at the moment you do, don’t you? 

LORD: Absolutely, that’s one of the reasons that people use income drawdown. 

LEWIS: And if you wait for the three … There’s a sort of 3 year review, a proper 
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review. Now at that time they look at how much you’ve got in your pot and your age 

and everything else and they give you a new figure. That might be less in future. 

LORD: Absolutely. At the point of recalculation, which takes place every 3 years, it’s 

based on the fund value and the individual’s age. So if the fund value has dropped, 

then you may see that you have a lower income than you’re currently entitled to. 

LEWIS: Right, so people are going to be complaining again about that, I’m sure. And 

finally these restrictions don’t apply to everyone if you’ve got other pensions, do 

they? 

LORD: Absolutely. If someone has 20,000 pounds worth of income through 

pensions, through state pension final salary schemes, then these restrictions with the 

maximum income don’t apply. 

LEWIS: So you can take what you like? 

LORD: Absolutely. 

LEWIS: But taxed as income? 

LORD: Correct, yes. 

LEWIS: So a big issue for some people. Thanks very much for that, Sarah Lord of 

Killik.  

Now a Money Box listener has won more than £65,000 from HSBC after it sold her 

the wrong investments and then failed to act on her further instructions for nearly a 

year. Hazel Appleyard was in her seventies when she inherited £450,000 from her 

husband. She trusted HSBC to advise her what to do with it, but it didn’t take account 

of her stated wishes and the investment fell in value. She went to the Financial 
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Ombudsman Service after complaining, but when it recommended a settlement of less 

than half her losses, she decided to go to court as she explained to Money Box’s Bob 

Howard. 

APPLEYARD: I didn’t know how I was going to fight HSBC, but I was determined 

to give them a difficult time. So I was getting really very angry indeed and then I saw 

an advertisement in the back of a newspaper, which mentioned that they dealt in 

financial losses, and they have been absolutely amazing. They have won my money 

for me or practically all of it. It’s taken them 2 years, but HSBC have paid me, it’s in 

my bank account, £65,000, which I said I would accept. They settled out of court and 

they have paid all my legal fees. They don’t think they have done anything wrong 

though. They say this is goodwill. There’s been no goodwill since they started this 

four and a half years ago.  

HOWARD: So how were they able to achieve what the Ombudsman and your MP 

and other people were not able to achieve? 

APPLEYARD: Well they went meticulously through every single penny that has 

been traded. They said that they found out that between the memos going back 

between all sorts of people in HSBC in writing, it’s that this was not an appropriate 

thing for me to have done because of my age; that it was not right to involve me in 

this long-term financial deal at my age. Well I’m 80 now, but you know this was four 

and a half years ago. 

HOWARD: Were you threatening to take them to court? I mean what was the 

sanction? 

APPLEYARD: Oh yes, we were prepared to go to court. We had a court date and 

they would have to have gone and defended themselves in court. And quite honestly I 

would have liked my day in court. I would have liked to have been face to face with 

somebody and told them how disgraceful I thought they were when I was so ill with 
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cancer, and all this happened during that year when I was extremely ill and that 

nobody would talk to me, nobody would answer my phone calls. And, as I say, they 

settled out of court and the fact that the lawyers have got all their fees paid by HSBC, 

so I hope that they’ve charged them a great deal of money. 

HOWARD: Did you pay any money at all to the firm? 

APPLEYARD: Nothing. Not a penny. 

HOWARD: But what would have happened if you had lost? 

APPLEYARD: Oh I still wouldn’t have had to pay anything. I had that in writing 

from them from the beginning - that whatever happened, I wouldn’t have to pay 

anything.  

HOWARD: So what would your message be then to somebody else who felt that the 

loss they had suffered was not adequately compensated by going to the Ombudsman? 

APPLEYARD: I wouldn’t bother with the Ombudsman. I’d go to my lawyer, any 

good lawyer that will take your case and will not charge you a great, hefty proportion 

if you win. You want it in writing before you start that you will not be charged, which 

is what I had with the company who dealt with my claim. So don’t give in and be very 

determined; stick your toes in. If you know you are right, then you’ve got a good 

chance. 

LEWIS: Hazel Appleyard. Well her lawyer got the settlement using the no win, no 

fee rules, which ensured, as she said, that she’d pay nothing even if she lost. If she 

won, HSBC would pay all her lawyers’ costs, as indeed it did, including the insurance 

premium which she took out against losing, and the lawyer got double the normal fee 

because she had won. But from April 1
st
, Monday, those rules change. With me is 

Adam Tudor, a partner at the litigation solicitors at Carter-Ruck. Adam Tudor, Hazel 
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won. HSBC paid her costs. Great story. Could it happen on Monday? 

TUDOR: I think there’s a real risk that a large number of cases, quite possibly 

including the likes of Mrs Appleyard’s, are now going to be increasingly difficult to 

bring - certainly through the High Court - because the removal of recoverable success 

fees and also the double whammy of the removal of recoverable insurance premiums 

will now mean that financially it will be very difficult for people in Mrs Appleyard’s 

position to find lawyers willing to take her case on.  

LEWIS: So what’s the difference? The lawyers can’t get paid as much extra and the 

other side doesn’t pay the cost. Is that basically it? 

TUDOR: Well the other side still has to pay the base costs, but the other side will no 

longer be required to pay the success fee on top of the base costs.  

LEWIS: So the success fee was 100%, so you’ve got double the fee in effect. In 

future you’ll get less than that? 

TUDOR: That’s not strictly true. I mean the only cases … I mean my firm, for 

example, we do a lot of high value no win, no fee financial mis-selling and 

professional negligence cases. We have something called staged success fees. It’s in 

the banks’ interest to characterise every no win, no fee case as a 100% success fee, 

double your money type situation. That’s simply not the case. We have staged success 

fees which mean if the case settles much earlier in the case, way before trial, then the 

success fee is commensurately lower.  

LEWIS: So in future what will that success fee be? It will certainly be less than the 

possible 100%. 

TUDOR: Well the problem now is that the success fee will have to come out of the 

claimant - the victim if you like - the victim’s own money out of their compensation 
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and so on. So if you’ve got a claim which is worth (as Mrs Appleyard’s was) £60,000 

to £70,000, I mean that’s the sort of figure that can easily be swamped in after the 

event insurance premiums or compensation. And the reason Parliament originally 

allowed success fees was because it was a reflection of the fact that you needed to 

make it financially viable for lawyers to be able to bring these claims against … You 

know HSBC has assets of over a trillion pounds at the moment and the likes of Mrs 

Appleyard are in a sort of David and Goliath situation. 

LEWIS: Sure, but the Government also says now, doesn’t it, that lawyers were taking 

advantage of this and they were getting paid huge amounts, particularly in personal 

injury cases, and we were all paying for that through higher insurance premiums? 

TUDOR: Well I’m obviously not a personal injury lawyer and I know that some of 

the marketing campaigns around claims management and personal injury and for that 

matter the PPI claims to some extent brought the concept of conditional fee 

arrangements into disrepute, which has made it quite easy for the Government, faced 

with a very powerful insurance lobby, insurers lobby, to bring these changes about. 

But I think you know to characterise all no win, no fee litigation and financial 

mis-selling in that way, I think would be wrong. 

LEWIS: So will there now be a sort of gap between people with very small claims 

who can do it easily online and people with the sort of claims that Mrs Appleyard 

have and the very, very big ones where it will still be worth going to a lawyer - 

briefly? 

TUDOR: Yeah, I think there is a very real risk of that. I mean we will continue to do 

high value six-figure mis-selling claims on a no win, no fee basis and we will be able 

to offer insurance, after the event insurance, but people below £100,000 I think will 

find themselves in a much more difficult situation. 

LEWIS: Adam Tudor of Carter-Ruck, thanks. HSBC told Money Box due to the 
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specific circumstances of Mrs Appleyard’s situation HSBC decided to settle for the 

sum of £65,000 plus costs. The Financial Ombudsman Service said she’d withdrawn 

her application and gone to court before a senior ombudsman had considered it. And 

of course if you don’t like the Ombudsman decision, you can still go to court. 

Stock markets around the world are doing well and not just in the high growth 

developing countries. Even here, with our moribund economy still struggling to 

emerge from two recessions, the indexes that measure the value of companies on the 

London Stock Exchange are rising and some of the biggest companies are paying 

investors healthy dividends as well. Dividends are the return on the investment called 

the yield. And for David Battersby, Investment Manager at stockbrokers Redmayne 

Bentley, that’s the big attraction of investing in shares (which he calls “equities”) at 

the moment. 

BATTERSBY: People are very much looking for income at the moment. They’re 

getting virtually nothing in bank deposits. An alternative was to invest in gilt edged 

securities. The rates that you can get on government bonds are about 1.8%. Now once 

you take off inflation, you’re getting a negative real rate of return. So people look to 

the UK equity market which, despite having risen strongly already, yield about 3.5%. 

So as long as you’re prepared to take the extra risk, there is the potential of getting not 

only a higher income but a growing income and perhaps a further uplift in your 

capital value. 

LEWIS: Yes, though of course there is that risk and you don’t take a risk and get a 

reward. You take a risk and either get a reward or make a loss. 

BATTERSBY: Yes indeed, and this is one of the big risks in the market at the 

moment - that you could get a correction simply because the market has already risen 

7.5% so far this year. The market closed at the end of last year at £5,900, the FTSE 

100, and currently it’s about 6350.  
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LEWIS: And why is it that we’re getting dividends paid out by companies again at a 

time when they all tell us they’re in difficulties and many of them not that profitable? 

BATTERSBY: Well it’s the FTSE 100 that I would highlight particularly because … 

LEWIS: These are the biggest hundred companies that you can trade on the London 

Stock Exchange? 

BATTERSBY: They are indeed. They’re not UK companies generally. Seventy per 

cent of the earnings approximately in those companies are global. They just happen to 

you know have their listing in London. And some of the names are you know 

household names. You’ve got Vodafone, you’ve got National Grid, you’ve got Glaxo 

that are still, after the rises that we’ve already seen, showing yields of about 5%, 

which in my mind suggests that people may look to push the market further to try and 

get hold of these yields as long as you are prepared to take that risk. 

LEWIS: Right, so you think if somebody was trying to beat the sort of rates they can 

get in government bonds or indeed in cash in the bank of around about 2%, you would 

say put money in the FTSE 100? 

BATTERSBY: Yes I would indeed. But the one thing I would highlight is the 

quantitative easing, this printing of money. If that hadn’t have taken place, you would 

not see the growth in equities that we have seen. 

LEWIS: Right, this is the quantitative easing in the UK you’re talking about - £375 

billion of new money, which was used largely for banks to buy back their bonds. 

BATTERSBY: It was indeed. But I don’t just refer to the UK here. The US, the Bank 

of Japan, they’ve all been doing it. To a lesser extent Europe as well. So the creating 

of money is also pushing up equity markets as the returns in bonds are no longer 

attractive.  
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LEWIS: And what sort of returns can people expect? 

BATTERSBY: I don’t think one can say. You’ve got to be prepared what risk are 

you prepared to take. I think it would be a very bad adviser who said, “Yeah, come to 

me. I’ve got this fantastic product. Don’t worry about the risk, it’s going to give you 

that return.” 

LEWIS: Well of course that is true of cash, isn’t it? You can get 2% or more on cash. 

Why not just stick it in cash and not have a sleepless night and worry about things 

crashing around your ears? 

BATTERSBY: Well a) it depends where you’ve got the cash; and once you’ve 

finished taking off inflation, you’ve actually got less than you started with. 

LEWIS: Yeah, but you have to take inflation off any gain, don’t you? It’s not only 

cash you take inflation off. 

BATTERSBY: Yes indeed and I think this is why it highlights why the UK equity 

market is probably looking more attractive than I would say any of the other 

developed markets because in the UK you’ve got this yield of 3.5%. You compare 

that with the US, it’s 2.1; Germany 3.1. And bonds range anywhere between 1.3 and 

1.9.  

LEWIS: David Battersby from Redmayne Bentley. And that interview was recorded 

a couple of days ago. The FTSE 100 closed at 6411 on Thursday.  

Millions of us sign up for loyalty card schemes which give us points whenever we 

spend and which can be used for cashback or cheaper deals. The largest scheme in the 

UK is Nectar with 18 million cardholders. Tesco Clubcard and Boots Advantage are a 

little way behind. But are loyalty cards really worth it? Do they actually offer as good 

a deal as they claim? With me is Peter Wray who’s founder of Loyaltymatters.com 
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which advises companies on how to keep customers loyal. Lots of Money Box 

listeners have emailed and tweeted questions about loyalty cards, which I’m going to 

put to Peter in a moment. Listener Ben Rose tweeted me. He says he used to find 

them quite rewarding, but now he struggles to get back more than about 1%, and says 

he used to get £60 a quarter on Tesco Clubcard - that’s in vouchers. Now it’s more 

like £15 a quarter. So Peter Wray, generally what sort of return if you like can you 

expect from a loyalty card on what you spend? 

WRAY: The average return is tracking around about 1%. That’s what most grocery 

retailers can afford to give back. You can get less than that if you’re buying fuel 

because the margins are tighter. You can get more than that back as a margin 

giveaway if you’re into higher margin items, and probably the best established 

programme in the market in the UK is the Boots Advantage card which will give you 

4% back. 

LEWIS: Yes, which has got I think about 12, 10 million customers, something like 

that? 

WRAY: They claim even higher than that, but let’s settle on a figure of 12. They’re 

very well established. They’ve got a very loyal … (unclear). 

LEWIS: So that’s your best buy if you like as long as you go to Boots and spend 

money. And of course the advantage for them is it stops you going to the rivals, 

doesn’t it, because you think I’m going to use this card and get some money back? 

WRAY: It was initially, although their biggest competitor in the health and beauty 

space now, Superdrug, have themselves launched their own beauty card. And there’s 

a qualification in terms of getting value here because there’s an awful lot of deals that 

are out there and there’s ways in which you can leverage the points that you’ve 

collected to get two or three times the value that has been collected by what you’ve 

spent. So it’s worth looking out for those deals. 
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LEWIS: Alright, so that’s on particular products presumably? 

WRAY: Yes, exactly. 

LEWIS: It’s not just the amount though, is it? It’s the complexity. Here’s listener 

Laura Critchley talking about her experience with the loyalty scheme of the airline 

Flybe. 

CRITCHLEY: I went to book some Flybe flights using my reward points. I put in 

the details of the return flight and just out of interest, to see how much I’d saved using 

the loyalty scheme, I went to just book the flight normally. It would have cost more 

using the loyalty points and paying the taxes and charges than it would have done 

booking the flight without using loyalty points. If somebody had just gone in to book 

the flight normally and had no reward points, they would have paid less. 

LEWIS: Well Flybe sent us a long statement. In part it says, ‘there may be occasions 

on a small minority of routes when our lowest sales fare online prove to be better 

value than if booked and redeemed with rewards for all points.’ It added, ‘we’re 

currently taking steps to remedy the situation.’ So Peter Wray, some of these schemes 

can be complicated and you save up, you save up, you buy something. You’re not 

really sure if you’re getting a deal, are you? 

WRAY: You can be sure that you’re collecting something. The value that you 

actually get is going to depend on how much you engage with the programme and 

how much effort you put back in. Airline frequent flyer programmes can be 

particularly complicated because you’ve got not only the issue of collecting the value 

for what you fly, but increasingly with airline programmes it’s a buy to fly way of 

collecting. You earn a lot of value on using credit cards that are linked to these 

programmes. 

LEWIS: Yes but it is all a bit complicated, isn’t it, and I think that puts a lot of 
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people off. Daniel tweeted me. He says he uses Avios points but he says you can fly 

less than you used to be able to and only at awkward times. And then Malcolm said 

Avios flights beat 50 pence off a block of cheese. It’s a separate point really. But can 

you really be sure that you’ll be able to have the flight you want at a lower price? 

WRAY: All of the airlines are trying to improve their availability because it’s 

become a huge problem within the frequent flyer programme market. I mean there’s 

an enormous overhang that was famously featured by the Economist of unredeemed 

air miles. 

LEWIS: And the other point that people are making is the data they collect because 

when you go, you spend your money in the supermarket. They know every single 

thing you’ve bought for the last few years. They presumably sell that data. Is there 

anything you can do about that? 

WRAY: You could go into the programme controller. You have a right, a subject data 

access right to go in and request your information back. 

LEWIS: So I could go in and see everything I’ve spent in the supermarket in the last 

5 years? (laughs) 

WRAY: Not … 

LEWIS: Not quite. 

WRAY: Not totally and I think you’d find it quite a complicated process to go 

through. 

LEWIS: And if they sell it, can we sell it? Briefly. 

WRAY: There are some ideas around, particularly in the United States at the 
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moment, with the idea of consumers gathering their data together in what’s called data 

lockers. The risk with that is that you are accumulating in one space all sorts of 

information about yourself. 

LEWIS: Okay, Peter Wray of Loyalty Matters, must stop it there. 

WRAY: Thank you. 

LEWIS: I’ll read you one final tweet. ‘It requires a lifetime of loyalty at the end of 

which you get a discount off something you don’t want anyway.’ That was someone 

who calls himself Hairy Blighter. And from this Hairy Blighter, I’m going to have to 

say goodbye. There’s more on our website. I’m back with Money Box Live on 

Wednesday on banking and complaining. Back with Money Box next weekend. 

Today producer Lesley McAlpine. I’m Paul Lewis. Enjoy Easter. 


